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Construction moving full steam ahead at Genesis Grain & Fertilizer 

Belle Plaine SuperCenter 

SASKATOON (April 30, 2021) – Construction is underway in Belle Plaine, Sask., at the fertilizer 

SuperCenter location planned by Genesis Grain & Fertilizer. The project, owned by more than 650 

farmer-investors, brings a state-of-the-art fertilizer production facility that will advance the future of 

fertilizer distribution across Western Canada. The local investment in Canadian agriculture brings 

optimism to the industry during a time of adversity. 

For Genesis investors, seeing concrete poured and wood beams going up this spring will be a welcome 

sight. It took considerable time and effort to keep the project moving forward while overcoming 

obstacles to get boots on the ground, including the COVID-19 pandemic. With barriers to construction 

being resolved, the Belle Plaine SuperCenter is seeing progress each day in earthwork and establishing 

construction systems. Marcus Construction is acting as the general contractor and has an extensive 

portfolio in agribusiness design and construction. As border closures endure, greater use is being made 

of local contractors and businesses to move the project forward—a benefit to both the southern 

Saskatchewan economy and the state of the SuperCenter.  

“Although the project has experienced delays, Genesis is pleased today to announce the building of our 

SuperCenter is well underway. Working together with our construction partners Folk, Marcus, Sackett-

Waconia and Clifton Engineering when the facility is commissioned, Genesis’s farmer-owners will have 

one of the most advanced fertilizer distribution centers in Western Canada,” says Jason Mann, Genesis’s 

President. 

Located in the Moose Jaw to Regina corridor, the Belle Plaine SuperCenter is the first of a planned seven 

fertilizer facilities that will span the Prairie provinces. These facilities will not only benefit the farmer-

investors involved but the greater farming community in Western Canada.   

For more details on Genesis Grain & Fertilizer and to watch future live streaming of the construction 

project, visit genesisfertilizers.com/belle-plaine.  
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About Genesis Grain & Fertilizer  

Genesis Grain & Fertilizer is a Canadian farmer-owned fertilizer distribution company uniquely 

positioned to service its producer-investors through a direct to farm business model utilizing the latest 

in storage and blending technology.   
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For further information contact: 
Jason Mann 
Genesis Grain & Fertilizer 
info@genesisfertilizers.com 

1-833-GEN-FERT or 833-436-3378 

Emma Greaves 
AdFarm PR 
emma.greaves@adfarm.com 
403-410-7653 
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